
Musical Instruments:

Draw a Grouping Circles Model consisting of two smaller circles inside a larger one on your whiteboard or large 
sheet of paper. Point to one of the smaller Grouping Circles and say: If this small circle means ‘string instruments’, 
what could the other small circle be? (e.g. Percussion.) And what would the big circle mean? (Musical 
instruments.) Mark the circles with appropriate symbols or initials as you do this, to match your child’s answers.

Clear those symbols and this time, start with the big circle. Say: If the big circle is ‘percussion’, what could the 
small circles be? (e.g. drums, shakers.) Mark the circles with appropriate symbols or initials as before.

Geometric Shapes:

Clear your symbols and then repeat the process above for Geometric Shapes. Point to one of the smaller 
Grouping Circles and say: If this small circle means ‘squares’ what could the other small circle be? (Triangles.) And 
what would the big circle mean? (Geometric or 2D shapes.)

Clear your symbols again and this time ask: If the big circle means ‘geometric shapes’, what else could the small 
circles be? (Rectangle, semi-circles, pentagons and so on.) Mark the circles with symbols as before. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 A whiteboard, pen and 
eraser, or sheets of A3 
paper and a pen

10–15 minutes

WHAT COULD THESE CIRCLES BE?

To practise assigning appropriate category names to a blank Grouping Circles model 
To confirm the qualitative relationship between a superset and a subset i.e. members 
of the subset share distinguishing common features
To confirm the quantitative relationship between a superset and a subset, i.e. the superset 
contains more members than the subset
To reinforce the use of a visual model to represent a three-level hierarchical relationship 
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Your child can say what the small circles in a Grouping Circles Model might be, when told what the big circle contains.
Your child can say what the big circle and the other small circle in a Grouping Circles Model might be, when told what one of the small 
circles contains.
Your child can say that the block of flats containing flats for sea fish and river fish is the block for ‘all the fish’. 
Your child can identify where certain fish would fit on the Grouping Circles Model when told what type it is.
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Fish:

Draw two Grouping Circles Models this time, each consisting of two smaller circles inside a larger one, on your whiteboard or on another large sheet 
of paper. 

Starting with the model on the left, point to one of the smaller Grouping Circles and say: If this small circle means ‘sea fish’ what could the other small 
circle be? (River fish.) And what would the big circle mean? (Fish.) Ask your child for ideas for symbols, or use initials, and add them accordingly. 

Rub out the symbols and continuing with the big circle of the model on the left, say: Now if the big circle is ‘river fish’, what could the small circles be? 
(Warm water river fish, cold water river fish.) Add symbols or initials as before. 

Leave this model on the whiteboard (the river fish circle, containing a warm water river fish circle and a cold water river fish circle) and now ask your 
child what the name of the other big circle on the right-hand model could be, and the smaller circles in it (sea fish circle, containing a warm water sea 
fish circle and a cold water sea fish circle). Label this model with symbols or initials as before, so that you now have two completed models on the 
board.

Point to the sea fish circle and say: Here is the ‘flat where all the sea fish live’; here is the ‘room’ for the sea fish that live in warm water, and here is the 
‘room’ for the sea fish that live in cold water. Now point to the river fish circle and say: Here is the ‘flat’ where all the river fish live; so who lives in this 
‘room’? That’s right, the river fish that live in warm water. And in the other ‘room’? Yes, the river fish that live in cold water. 

Draw a big circle enclosing both the sea fish and the river fish and ask: So who lives in this ‘big block of flats’? Yes, that’s right, it’s the block of flats 
where ALL the fish live. Ask your child to add a symbol for ‘all the fish’.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

WHAT COULD THESE CIRCLES BE? – continued 
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Using this table (for your reference only), ask your child some questions about where some of the fish here would go on the model. For example: Cod 
is a cold water sea fish, so where on our Grouping Circles Model would it go? Carp is a cold water river fish, so where would that go on our model?

WHAT COULD THESE CIRCLES BE? – continued 
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